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Post-Procedure Care Instructions & Information 

 Apply frozen peas or ice in a clean Ziploc immediately after treatment to reduce swelling! (particularly eyes) 

 Keep a very thin layer of Vaseline, or Vitamin E, or Coconut Oil on the area at all times until flaking has 
ceased.  More is NOT better!   Apply a VERY THIN LAYER! 

 You may moisten the area a few times a day with ice water and a small amount of antibacterial soap to keep it 
from crusting too much and to help reduce the possibility of infection.  Always reapply a very thin layer of 
Vaseline, Vitamin E, or Coconut Oil immediately after any moistening or washing. 

 You may use Bacitracin the first day.  (Do NOT use Neosporin.) 

 Stay out of and away from all dirty, dusty or unsanitary environments for the first few days after your 
procedure. 

 DO NOT EVER pick, scratch or pull at the healing area as this will adversely affect your results and can 
cause scarring or permanent damage! 

 After you have healed, always use sunscreen on face, lips and brows.  Sun exposure will ALWAYS lighten 
and reduce the look of your permanent makeup. 

IMPORTANT 
If you experience any increased redness, swelling, or oozing after the first couple of days, immediately discontinue 
all products, clean with soap and water, lightly pat dry, and take Benadryl if you can.  You may be experiencing an 
allergic reaction or infection condition.  Immediately contact your technician or seek prompt medical attention if 
you suspect an adverse allergic reaction or infection. 

 

REMEMBER 
DON’T PANIC! The newly treated area will appear extremely dark, thick and overdone.  If it looks normal to you, 
then you will want much more after it heals.  The entire treated layer will slough off in 4-8 days average!  Brow and 
eye color will continue to soften, but lips will appear too light at first, and will then regain their color in 2-3 weeks.  
I will NOT work on skin for a minimum of 4 weeks after your procedure because it may scar, bleed, and will be 
very painful.  You MUST come back for your FREE TOUCH-UP WITHIN 90 DAYS for it to be free.  Free 
touch-ups within the 90 day period apply ONLY TO NEW FULL PRICE PROCEDURES and DOES NOT 
INCLUDE TOUCH-UPS AFTER 90 DAYS OR ANY OTHER REDO/REWORK. 
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Your one and ONLY free touch-up appointment MUST be scheduled within 90 days of your original 
treatment date.  NO EXCEPTIONS! 

After 90 days, but within one year of your original treatment, there is ALWAYS a $75 fee PER 
AREA, PER PERSON.  NO EXCEPTIONS! 

Do not forget that your health, previous sun exposure, medications, skin type, hormones, thyroid 
conditions, and that understanding and following pre and post-treatment instructions will ALL 
directly affect the outcome of your treatment. ALWAYS! 

After one year of initial treatment, all touch-ups will be $150 to $225 per area and per session. 
There are NO EXCEPTIONS because all skin responds differently due to the numerous factors 
mentioned on the Permanent Makeup Procedure Consent Form you signed. 
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